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ABSTRACT
On-line information retrieval systems will spread

beyond its narrow scope with the widespread development of
interactive communication capability in connectiou with cable
television. There is a possibility of far better attention to the
information needs of the non-specialist with a coordinated
information source. The major problems of such a coordinated
information source would be: (1) organizing a vast miscellany of
information for ready retrieval,_(2)determining response forms for
various inquiries; and (3) developing input- documents foiintermation
not "published" in the usual manner. The world of library and
information service ought consider its place in what may become
the most comprehensive on-line information storage and retrieval
system ever envisioned, an interactive information utility involving
cable television. (RH)
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The mention of on-line information retrieval systems tends to bring to

mind a teletype or CRT terminal providing an academically sophisticated in-

quirer with interactive access to a relatively narrowly-defined data base by

means of a specific and comparatively standardized inquiry vocabulary. Con-

sidering the probable widespread development of interactive communication ca-

pability in connection with cable television, it appears that the world of

library and information services should assess its position if the previously-

described picture of an on-line information retrieval system changes to one of

a television set with printout capability providing a wide spectrum of inquir-

ers with interactive access to a very broadly-defined data base by means of

natural language vocabulary. It is the purpose of this paper to raise several

points in this connection for consideration and discussion.

The general nature of interactive cable television systems has been out-

,' lined by Baer.(1) DeVelopment of an information utility involving such systems

has been discussed by Parker and Dunn.(2) Several a..plications of the "wired

library" have been briefly described by The National Cable Television Associ-

ation.(3) A complete account of the experience in this area of one public li-

brary has been provided by Dowlin.(4) An idea of potential printout capabil-

ities of such systems has been suggested by Beer in one context (5), and by

Miller in another.(6) An application of a combined on-line computer-micro-

form system, described by Osinski and Thayer.( '/), suggests a possible approach

to the mechanics of supplying varied informational input to an interactive ca..

ble television sys'teili, on a far more sophisticated technological level than that

indicated by Dowlin in the source previously cited.

Much thought on library and information services via cable television seems

to be premised on a single channel used b. few hours a day by a library, or a
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full time channel shared by a library and other governmental services. Super-

imposing existing organizational structures on an information utility might re-

sult in duplication of the existing fragmentation of effort in providing infor-

mation on a wide variety of topics to large numbers of inquirers. The possi-

bility of far better service to the information-needing non-specialist com-

munity would seem to exist through a coordinated effort not requiring the in-

quirer to sort out agencies in an attempt to find one to respond to his infor-

mation need. This coordinated information source need not necessarily be a

tax-supported agency, although existing libraries would seem to be a logical

nucleus for such developments.

It seems unlikely that a single channel, or perhaps. even multiple chan -.

nels in a single system, would be sufficient to supply metropolitan community

information needs on an interactive basis, once a coordinated-serVice became

established and widely known. Perhaps in densely populated areas, multiple

channels should be dedicated during certain hours each day in each cable sys-

tem operating in such areas, to interactive information supply from the co-

ordinated information source. In smaller communities, perhaps one to three

channels might be dedicated during certain hours for the interactive infor-

mation service by the local coordinated source.

The coordinated information source would have at least three major prob-

lems: (1) organizing a vast miscellany of information for ready retrieval;

(2) determining appropriate response forms for various inquiries; and (3) de-

veloping input documents for information not "published" in the usual manner.

Eaeh of these points would require extensive development, and would seem to be

uniquely within the responsibility and competence of the world of library and

information services.
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Organizing the information might utilize existing classification and des-

criptor schemes as much as possible, However, a vast syndetic apparatus would

be needed to relate the various current systems to each other, and to provide

ready ties to the natural language of the consumers. The computer could prob.

ably trace the possibly complex path through such a syndetic apparatus from

natural language to the actual address in the system of the needed information

in most cases, with human intervention being provided as necessary. It should

be noted that both "information" and "documents" should be traceable, inasmuch

as inquiries might pertain to either or both.

It seems that at least three response forms should be provided, depending

upon the nature of the information desired and the inquirer's purpose. Highly

specific and brief factual answers probably could best be given by telephone,

even though the inquiry had been made upstream in the cable television system.

This would reduce the load on the cable system, and ought to satisfy the in-

quirer in many cases. A second category of response might be presentation of

an item for short-term viewing on the inquirer's television screen. This might

be suitable for specific facts not easily described orally, such as mathemati-

cal formulas, or identification of persons or places by brief display of pic-

tures or maps, and similar information needs. A third category of response

would be provision of actual hard copy by printout at the inquirer's television

set. Presumably, almost any graphic material could be printed out, print or

non-print, so long as the inquirer's set had the necessary capability.

Developing input documents for non-published information would seen to

require a staff of writers and editors. It would probably be desirable to pre-

pare this in a standard format so that it could be stored in microform and re..

trieved mechanically on demand.- As with any store of documents and information,
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material should be systematically removed on the basis of well-understood cri-

teria, as well as added, to keep the store within manageable dimensions.

The world of library and information service ought to consider its place

in what may become the most comprehensive on-line information storage and re-

trieval system ever envisioned, an interactive information utility involving

cable television.
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